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Exercise Sheet 02: Data Modeling 1 (32 points) 
(due by Thursday, November 7, 2013) 

Please note: You need 50% of all exercise points to receive the Studienleistung. Solutions have to be 

turned in on paper until Thursday before the lecture either in the lecture hall or into our mailbox 

(Informatikzentrum 2nd floor). Please write your matriculation numbers and your tutorial group number 

on your solutions! You may answer in German or English. You need to pass both the exercises and 

the exam for the RDB 1 module! Unless otherwise specified: Always use your own words! 

Exercise 1 – Databases (2 points) 

a) In databases, the data’s specific semantics are very important. Briefly explain, what data specific 

semantics mean and why it is needed. (2 points) 

Exercise 2 – Data Models (8 points) 

a) Describe the term data model and briefly explain each of its parts. (3 points) 

b) Briefly define and explain physical and logical independence. (2 points) 

c) Why is schema integration so difficult? (1 point) 

d) What are generic data models and why are they needed? (2 points) 

Exercise 3 – Entity-Relationship Models (6 points) 

a) Given the cat Snowball. Is it an entity, an entity type or could it be both? (1 point) 

b) Classify the address attribute of a Person entity type according to the three classifications for ER 

attributes introduced in the lecture. Briefly explain your decisions. (3 points) 

c) What are intension and extension in regard to entities and entity types? Briefly explain both terms 

by giving an example. (2 points) 

Exercise 4 – ER Modeling (8 points) 

Given this small excerpt of a zoo: Okapis and gnus are held in the same corrals. Each okapi and gnu has 

its own identifying name and an age. Since okapis are on the ICUN Red List of Threatened Species, additional 

information is recorded: For each okapi, information about its parents – their home countries and the names 

of their home zoos (or NULL if it was a wild animal) – is stored. To cope with recent troubles, at least 2 

okapis are allowed in the same corral with at most 4 gnus. The maximum number of animals in the same 

corral is always 12. For each corral the current number of animals is computed as a derived attribute. 

a) Provide a textual representation (without domains) of both, the okapis and gnus. (2 points) 

b) Based on the textual representation from a), Provide an entity set for at least 2 Okapis and at 

most 4 Gnus living in one of the corrals. (1 point) 

c) Build an ER Model representing as much of the information in the text as possible using any of 

the introduced ER concepts. Additionally, please write down any information that cannot be 

modeled using ER. (5 points) 
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Exercise 5 – Specific ER Concepts (8 points) 

a) What is the disadvantage of using NULL values? (1 point) 

b) Briefly define the following terms: (3 points) 

I. Total Participation 

II. Weak Entity 

III. Strong Entity 

c) Give an example ER diagram of a weak entity and its corresponding strong entity. The weak 

entity should have an own key attribute. Also provide a textual representation of all entity types 

in the ER diagram. (4 points) 


